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At the beginning two often choices for stock picking are: 
- buy something with very reliable fundamentals (a good company) 
- buy something that fell very much (assuming it will rebound) 
This is akin to step 2 thinking 

As one progresses, one learns to filter out information: 
- for a fundamental investor some stocks may appear a lot less liquid and may be 

subject to price manipulation, one starts paying attention to data publication 
calendars 

- for a statistical investor one starts paying attention to oversold and overbought 
levels, market cycles and trends, this can be called step 3 thinking… and so on. 

Agent models simulating the market should incorporate this information asymmetry
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Guess 2/3 of the average

A perfectly analytical investor should bet 0 or 1 — but this is not what usually wins 
the game. Usually, with a sufficiently large population of participants the winning 
guess is between 10 and 20. 

Similarly the stock market is not perfectly rational (nor efficient): 

- there is an effect of information asymmetry,  
- human emotions and biases associated with experiencing heavy losses,  
- there are players with different levels of experience,  
- and there are investors operating in different time scales.  

As a result assets are often mispriced, giving rise to investment (or speculation) 
opportunity. This mispricing is a source of interesting effects available for study. 

In the words of Benjamin Graham (author of the book „The Intelligent Investor”): 
„In the short term the market is a voting machine.  

In the long term it’s a weighing machine.”
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Returns on the FX market

83299 accounts of an online FX broker, 12 month data 
79.5% clients losing money. Over 5% clients lost all or more than all of their equity. 
FX is a near-zero sum game, so the gains of the remaining 20% are relatively high 

source: http://www.couriousgnu.com
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source: „The Agony and the Ecstasy — the Risks and Rewards of a Concentrated 
Stock Position”, http://read.jpmorgan.com/i/371035-eotm-special-edition/5 

A study encompassing 13 000 companies, being part of the Russell 3000 index   
at any time between 1980 and 2014 (34 years; small to medium sized companies).  

The returns vs the index are shown above.
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source: „The Agony and the Ecstasy — the Risks and Rewards of a Concentrated 
Stock Position”, http://read.jpmorgan.com/i/371035-eotm-special-edition/5

About 40% of assets experienced an at least 70% drawdown,  
after which there was no significant rebound  

Also around 40% of the companies have in all negative returns during their whole 
existence on the market.



Spotting the winners

source: „The Agony and the Ecstasy — the Risks and Rewards of a Concentrated 
Stock Position”, http://read.jpmorgan.com/i/371035-eotm-special-edition/5

66% of the assets had returns lower than the index 

7% had returns much higher than the index (500% higher than Russell 3000)
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Spotting the winners
It is similar for polish stock market data: 

(source: https://blogi.bossa.pl/2013/02/20/zwyciezcy-kreuja-stopy-zwrotu-z-rynku-akcyjnego/ ) 

Data from February 2009 (the market low) to February 2013 (4 years) 
The market (WIG Index) rose 99% in this time period. 

The individual stock contribution was: 

source: https://blogi.bossa.pl/2013/02/20/zwyciezcy-kreuja-stopy-zwrotu-z-rynku-akcyjnego/

Rate of change [ % ] Number of stocks % of stocks Weighed contribution to the 
overall index performance

-99 to 0 150 43% -21

0 to 100 94 27% 12

100 to 400 75 21% 41

>400 33 9% 67



Spotting the winners

When picking which stocks to invest in, it’s hard to know which 
ones will gain value, but even harder to predict which will turn 
out to be the extreme winners 

yet it is the the returns of these extreme winners that contribute 
most to the overall investor’s return. 
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existence on the exchange multiplied it’s market value more than 560 times.  
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Surviving drawdowns

An extreme example is Amazon — one of the extreme winners, during it’s 20-year 
existence on the exchange multiplied it’s market value more than 560 times. 

From it’s inception, the stock experienced three, sometimes multi-year significant 
drawdowns:  
- a drawdown of 95% during the „dot-com bubble”: 1999-2001 
- a drawdown of 57% between the years 2003-2006 
- a drawdown of 65% during the late financial crisis of 2007-2008

source:  
stooq.com

price 
(logscale)
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source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com
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Sentiment analysis

When prices rise (investors gain), they become optimistic and 
expect even higher prices; vice versa when asset prices fall. 

Over-optimistic and over-pessimistic levels are often (although 
not always) reported at important high and lows. 
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Sentiment analysis

sentiment data: AAII Sentiment Survey, index data: stooq.com



Sentiment analysis

source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com
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Capital flows

Another way of measuring investor expectations about future 
price movements is looking at aggregated capital flows. 



Capital flows

FMS = a regular, anonymous survey of hundreds of Fund Managers’ cash and equity 
allocations, views and sentiment, made by Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

source: http://fat-pitch.blogspot.com, BAML FMS
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edited, source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com
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Value vs price

When is a stock „expensive” and when is it „cheap” ? 

Among lots of fundamental measures, one of the most commonly 
used is Price-to-Earnings ratio.  

For each company, sector or market the benchmark P/E value is 
different.



Value vs price

edited, source: http://www.crossingwallstreet.com/archives/2007/01/pe-ratios-by-sector.html



Value vs price

P/E of UK companies by sector, as of November 2016, source: http://www.schroders.com/en/
uk/private-investor/insights/markets/the-ftse-100-hits-all-time-high---but-can-it-go-higher/



Value vs price

We can also aggregate and speak of a P/E valuation of the broad 
stock market.



Value vs price

edited; original source: https://www.investing.com/analysis/is-bubble-risk-elevated-for-us-
stocks-200175650, CAPE Shiller Data



Value vs price

Average S&P500 forward returns based on historical CAPE ratios 

source: https://pensionpartners.com/is-this-1929-or-1997/



Value vs price

Average S&P500 forward volatility based on historical CAPE ratios 

source: https://pensionpartners.com/is-this-1929-or-1997/



Value vs price

Other measures for the broad market include the summary market 
capitalization divided by the country’s GDP.  

These measures turn out to be quite similar.



Value vs price

source: https://www.valuewalk.com/2014/09/forecasting-equity-returns-cape-vs-market-
cap-to-gdp/



Value vs price

One interesting observation is how closely these measures 
correlate to the forward rolling stock market returns.
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source: http://www.hussman.net/wmc/wmc160328.htm
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Value vs price

Let’s see how accurate would these projections be, if calculated 
on previous price data…
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Value vs price

The actual path (pattern) of the stock market index was usually 
wrong, but the general direction (flat in the 60s and 70s, upwards 
in the 80s, flat in the first decade of 2000s) turned out correct. 

The biggest discrepancy came in the 90s and in the recent 
decade (this still remains to be confirmed).
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Cycles and trends

Financial markets exhibit cyclical characteristics. 

There are also trends, prolonged relative outperformance periods 
of some assets or asset classes relative to others.



Cycles and trends

source: Federal Reserve Economic Data

US Civilian Unemployment Rate



Cycles and trends

source: http://tradingview.com



Cycles and trends

source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com

Rolling 1-year rate of return of 5 main risk assets



Cycles and trends

Rolling 1-year rate of return of SWIG80/WIG, source: Opoka TFI



Cycles and trends

EUR/USD 1999-2017, DEM/USD before 1999, source: Opoka TFI
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Interdependence of asset classes

Investors often think of different asset classes (currencies, 
equities, commodities, bonds) as distinct and independent.  
In reality, the market is a complexly connected system, so even 
distinct asset classes might become highly correlated at times. 

Sometimes this interdependence has a strong impact on 
investment outcomes, other times a portfolio of seemingly 
uncorrelated assets might be more risky than previously thought.
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impact of the currency on returns, source: stooq.com



Interdependence of asset classes

commodity index vs „commodity currencies”, source: stooq.com
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Passive vs Active investing

Recently a passive „buy and hold a market index or an ETF” 
approach has gained high popularity



Passive vs Active investing

source: bloomberg.com
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Problem 1: market concentration



Passive vs Active investing

source: stooq.com

Problem 2:                                     .



Passive vs Active investing

source: stooq.com

Problem 2: surviving drawdowns



Passive vs Active investing

source: Morningstar, Hartford Funds

* Active Large Blend is made up of funds from the Morningstar Large Blend category that are not index or enhanced index funds.
* S&P 500 Index Funds is represented by the Morningstar S&P 500 Tracking Category.
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Passive vs Active investing

More market concentration = higher risk of flash crash events,  
similar to the 1987 market crash 

Sudden rise of popularity of ETFs in recent years (during an 8 year bull-market) 
means a lot of these new investors did not experience a severe drawdown yet 

It is surviving drawdowns and not turning away from the investment in these 
crucial times that is essential for the success of passive investing (or for any 
successful investment strategy)

In general, passive investing is a sensible approach for a long term investor not 
interested in above-average investment returns 

Passive usually outperforms active as more mature a bull market becomes 

Still, the only way to achieve higher than average returns or better risk/return ratios 
is an active investment approach
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relative performance of markets around the world, source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com 



Current state of the stock market

relative performance of markets around the world, source: http://TheAtlasInvestor.com 

as of September 2017, all results based on ETFs denominated in USD
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low cash allocations, but could be lower still



Current state of the stock market

record low volatility; own work, updated at http://www.fuw.edu.pl/~glink/sejsmograf/



Current state of the stock market

second longest bull market… but it’s still far below the highest reaching
Number of days from beginning of a bull market



Current state of the stock market

Will this projection turn out correct? Probably not, nonetheless it’s a reasonable guide 
so we should be prepared for weaker index performance in the upcoming years
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Summary

Due to the complex nature of markets and their participants, there 
exist mispricings and regularities in price behaviors than can be 
studied deeper. 

Among these are investor sentiment dynamics, capital flows,  
the cyclicality and trending of markets and interdependence of 
asset classes 

Financial markets are part stochastic, part deterministic. It’s hard to 
predict the outcome of a single investment, but it’s possible to 
outperform it the long run.
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And please remember: none of this is investment advice. 
Investors invest at their own risk. All works cited are 
copyrighted to their respective owners and sources.


